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DISC ONE
 Balladen Op. 10 (1856) 26.47
1 I Andante   4.31

 Nach der schottischen Ballade “Edward” in Herders “Stimmen der Völker”
2 II Andante  7.03
3 III Intermezzo. Allegro 4.42
4 IV Andante con moto 10.32

 Fantasien Op. 116 (1892) 25.32
5 I Capriccio  Presto energico 2.30
6 II Intermezzo  Andante 4.10
7 III Capriccio  Allegro passionate 3.23
8 IV Intermezzo  Adagio 5.26
9 V Intermezzo  Andante con grazia ed intimissimo sentiment 3.32
10 VI Intermezzo  Andantino teneramente 3.41
11 VII Capriccio  Allegro agitato 2.50

 Sechs Klavierstücke Op. 118 (1893) 25.32
12 I Intermezzo  Allegro non assai, ma molto appassionata 2.10
13 II Intermezzo  Andante teneramente 6.36
14 III Ballade  Allegro energico 3.42
15 IV Intermezzo  Allegretto un poco agitato 2.47
16 V Romanze  Andante 4.02
17 VI Intermezzo  Andante, largo e mesto 6.14

Total playing time 77.51
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 DISC TWO
 Acht Klavierstücke Op. 76 (1879) 28.35
1 I Capriccio  Un poco agitato 3.24
2 II Capriccio  Allegretto non troppo 3.47
3 III Intermezzo  Grazioso 1.58
4 IV Intermezzo  Allegretto grazioso 2.00
5 V Capriccio  Agitato, ma non troppo presto 4.02
6 VI Intermezzo  Andante con moto 4.30
7 VII Intermezzo  Moderato semplice 5.00
8 VIII Capriccio  Grazioso ed un poco vivace 3.54

 Zwei Rhapsodien Op. 79 (1880) 15.12
9 I Agitato  8.58
10 II Molto passionate, ma non troppo allegro 6.11

 Drei Intermezzi Op. 117 (1892)  17.32
 Schlaf sanft mein Kind, schlaf sanft und schön!
 Mich dauert’s sehr, disch weinen sehn. Schottisch. Aus Herders Volksliedern
11 I Andante moderato 4.38
12 II Andante non troppo e con molto espressione 5.52
13 III Andante con moto 7.00

 Vier Klavierstücke Op. 119 (1893) 15.59
14 I Intermezzo  Adagio 3.30
15 II Intermezzo  Andantino un poco agitato 4.58
16 III Intermezzo  Grazioso e giocoso 1.57
17 IV Rhapsodie  Allegro risoluto 5.32

    Total playing time 77.18
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Mr. Feltsman’s extensive discography has been released on the Melodiya, Sony
Classical, and Nimbus labels.

Mr. Feltsman is an American citizen and lives with his wife Haewon in upstate New
York.

www.feltsman.com
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VLADIMIR FELTSMAN  Pianist and conductor Vladimir Feltsman is one of the most
versatile and constantly interesting musicians of our time. His vast repertoire
encompasses music from the Baroque to 20th-century composers. A regular guest
soloist with leading symphony orchestras in the United States and abroad, he appears
in the most prestigious concert series and music festivals all over the world.

Born in Moscow in 1952, Mr. Feltsman debuted with the Moscow Philharmonic at age
11. In 1969, he entered the Moscow Tchaikovsky State Conservatory of Music to study
piano under the guidance of Professor Jacob Flier. He also studied conducting at both
the Moscow and Leningrad (now St. Petersburg) Conservatories. In 1971, Mr. Feltsman
won the Grand Prix at the Marguerite Long International Piano Competition in Paris;
extensive touring throughout the former Soviet Union, Europe and Japan followed this.

In 1979, because of his growing discontent with the restrictions on artistic freedom
under the Soviet regime, Mr. Feltsman signalled his intention to emigrate by applying
for an exit visa. In response, he was immediately banned from performing in public
and his recordings were suppressed. After eight years of virtual artistic exile, he was
finally granted permission to leave the Soviet Union. Upon his arrival in the United
States in 1987, Mr. Feltsman was warmly greeted at the White House, where he
performed his first recital in North America. That same year, his debut at Carnegie
Hall established him as a major pianist on the American and international scene.

A dedicated educator of young musicians, Mr. Feltsman holds the Distinguished Chair
of Professor of Piano at the State University of New York, New Paltz, and is a member
of the piano faculty at the Mannes College of Music in New York City. He is the
founder and Artistic Director of the International Festival-Institute PianoSummer at
SUNY New Paltz, a three-week-long, intensive training program for advanced piano
students that attracts major young talents from all over the world.
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Johannes Brahms (1833-1896) absorbed and integrated the musical legacy of his time,
as did J.S. Bach before him. The music of Brahms is intimately connected to and rooted
in the German-Austrian tradition that he inherited. For Brahms, this tradition was very
much alive and relevant; he constantly measured his own efforts against the
achievements of Bach, Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven, trying to live up to and continue
their legacy. He was not looking back to the past, but “progressing” (to use the
terminology of Schoenberg’s essay “Brahms the Progressive”) towards a past that was
yet to be fulfilled.

Brahms was a private, self-contained and reserved man. This is not to say that he was
a misanthrope who could not enjoy himself or share a good meal and wine with
friends. He was, however, averse to public displays, self-promotion and showmanship.
And so is his music.

Brahms did not need to invent anything new. What he had to say was not new or old –
it was perennial. He communicated his thoughts and feelings through the romantic
language of the day and traditional classical forms. This coexistence of romantic
content with a stable formal structure created a special inner tension, an understated
expressiveness and integrity in his works that is precious and unique. Brahms had
impeccable taste and never allowed himself to express his feelings too explicitly or to

“wear his heart on his sleeve”, as some of his fellow composers did. His heart and mind
lived inside his music in perfect unity. His precise and reserved manner of writing fit
his character and gave him a framework, a space in which he was free to create. The
works of Brahms are a powerful confirmation that discipline is an expression of freedom.

There is some ambiguity and confusion about what “content” and “form” actually

Johannes Brahms

An essay by Vladimir Feltsman
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mean in music. The reason for this is simple: content and form are not two independent
entities and there is no real separation between them – the form cannot be separated
from the material it is made of. In this context, the idea of “pouring new wine into old
vessels” is an illusion: old forms cannot be filled with a new content because form and
content are one and the same. The form is content in action and the content is the
totality of the form.

To make this point clearer we need to understand what the formative process is. There
are dual forces behind any creative process – generative and limiting.  The generative
force creates the matter and the limiting force creates the form. When matter finds its
form, it becomes content. No manifestation, natural or man-made, is possible without
these dual forces, which are interdependent and work simultaneously. The creation of
the universe and the creation of a work of art are different only in scope and scale, not
in essence; the initial explosion of the universe and the creative impulse of the artist are
generative and the subsequent realization (formalization) of these impulses is limiting.
In music, which is an art of becoming, these dual forces are manifested as a dynamic
unity of time and space, of content and form.

Brahms was a perfectionist who destroyed many of his compositions that, in his view,
were not worth saving and publishing. His craft as a composer was flawless. He
learned the art of counterpoint and variation from Baroque masters, especially Bach,
and handling of the sonata form and development from Haydn, Mozart and
Beethoven. In some of his early works for piano the influence of Chopin and Schumann
are tangible, but already by his mid-20s Brahms had found his own manner of writing,
which did not undergo any drastic changes but developed and matured naturally and
unhurriedly.

Brahms’s interest in and knowledge of musical history were truly encyclopedic and
extended to composers of the sixteenth century. His extensive collection of
manuscripts and first editions are filled with notes and markings that show how
diligently he studied the works of his fellow composers, past and present. His editions
of C.P.E. Bach, Schubert, Schumann and Chopin are still relevant.
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This pattern of five- bar phrases is consistent through the whole first episode with one
exception: a seven-bar period before the return of the main theme. A C minor episode
follows, introducing a new tune and rhythmic formula. An extensive A flat major
middle episode introduces yet another new tune given on top and supported by
broken chords in both hands. The C minor theme returns, building up tension by
mixing up the rhythmic patterns of two groups of triplets and three groups of twos.
The main theme comes back in C major in the bass in its five-bar pattern. This time it is
given pianissimo and staccato. (This Rhapsody is very symphonic and could easily be
successfully orchestrated.)  A monumental gradual build-up leads to the last
triumphant return of the main theme in original key of E flat. The virtuosic and
urgently passionate Coda commences, in E flat minor. It pushes forward, gaining a
tremendous cumulative momentum that is resolved into three ascending final chords.

There is a precious sense of inevitability in great art, as if every masterpiece was meant
to be created exactly as it is. The works of Brahms are amazingly organic, meticulously
calculated and very human at the same time. This fusion of intellect and feeling,
sincerity and reserve, heartfelt emotion and impeccable taste is unique to Brahms. It
makes his music inevitable and indispensable.
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The Intermezzo in E minor has just one theme that is elaborated and presented artfully.
It starts with an upbeat and moves along with sequences of double notes repeated in
both hands in anapestic rhythm: short-short-long. This rhythm is maintained without
any deviation until triplets come in and present the opening melodic line in a singing
manner. Then the same theme is given in a sequence of alternating 16th notes between
both hands. Before the end of the first episode the theme is presented in even double
8th notes on top and arpeggiated 16ths in the left hand. The middle part in the parallel
major elaborates the same tune in yet another rhythmic pattern of the waltz that
Brahms liked so much. The last part is practically identical in size to the first (again, an
A-B-A- model), but different in harmonic order. This Intermezzo comes to a peaceful
resolution, bringing back the theme as a waltz.

The Intermezzo in C major could well be called a Capriccio because of its flamboyant
and somewhat perky character. It starts with the theme given in a lower tone of the
chords in the right hand and this form of presentation is maintained all through this
delightful short piece, which dances and bounces around full of humor and joy. It is
easy to imagine that Brahms was in cheerful spirits while writing this Intermezzo. And,
indeed, why should he not be in a good mood and contented once in a while?

The Rhapsody in E flat major is the last published piano work by Brahms. It is the
largest work among his small and medium size pieces for piano, written in the rather
complex five-part form ABCBA with a coda. The key of E flat minor is quite rare and
not really comfortable for piano. Nevertheless, the very first piano work that Brahms
composed was a Scherzo in E flat minor (published as Op. 4, but actually written
before his sonatas), and the last of the six Intermezzos in Op. 118 is in E flat minor. It
is not accidental that Brahms chose the key of E flat for his last work for piano. It
provides a frame, a long arc between his very first work and his last. To make this
abundantly clear, Brahms ends his Rhapsody in E flat minor.

The heroic, assertive main theme has five bars and is written in dactylic meter (long-
short-short- long), which changes to short-short-long in the fourth bar. The fifth bar is

“added” and has two even chords that forcefully repeat the upper note, nailing it down.
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Unlike Liszt and Wagner, the leaders of the “New German School”, who were
vigorously advocating a new approach to composing and musical aesthetics, Brahms
was considered a conservative and a purist, more concerned with the preservation and
development of the German musical heritage – pure music – than inventing anything
new. The ideological confrontation and polemics between supporters of “new music”
and “pure music” were quite fierce and many musicians of the time were forced to
choose between the two camps. In spite of all the politics and rhetoric, Brahms, who
did not like to write letters and lacked the polemical literary gifts of Schumann, Liszt
and Wagner, avoided getting involved in these harsh exchanges. His main tool of
communication was music, not words.

Success came to Brahms early. He was warmly received by Robert and Clara
Schumann in 1853 and hailed as a “young lion” in an essay written by Schumann, who
predicted a great future for him. The connection to Schumann’s family lasted for the
rest of his life. After Robert Schumann’s untimely death in 1856, Brahms stayed close
to Clara and her children. Although Clara Schumann was 14 years older than Brahms
and the mother of seven children, their relationship was intense and complex.
(Brahms’s own mother was 17 years older than his father.) In spite of their apparent
feelings for each other and displays of mutual affection, the relationship did not result
in marriage, but they remained close.  Brahms valued Clara’s friendship and her
opinion as a musician and sought her advice on many of his compositions.

Brahms had several romantic relationships, but never married and did not have
children. His personal freedom was essential to him. In a letter he said: “I couldn’t bear
to have in the house a woman, who has the right to be kind to me, to comfort me when
things go wrong”.

By the 1870s he had achieved universal recognition. He held several positions as a
choral and symphonic conductor, but did not keep these positions for long, protecting
his time and freedom to create.  Brahms had a “difficult” character and developed the
reputation of being curt, grouchy and arrogant. There is a story that Brahms, about to
leave a party, said: “If there’s anyone here I have failed to insult, I apologize”. It was
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obvious that he did not want to waste his time on superficial social relationships and
interactions and was not afraid to show it. But people close to Brahms admired and
trusted him without reservation. He was a loyal and magnanimous friend to many
musicians including Johann Strauss II, Dvorak and Grieg to name just a few.

His works encompass almost all musical genres and forms except opera and ballet
(indeed, it is hard to imagine a ballet by Brahms!); both of these art forms were
obviously too public for him. His four symphonies are clearly the best written in the
second half of the nineteenth century, and remain the gold standard of symphonic
writing. Elgar said that when he looked at Brahms’ 3rd symphony he felt like a pygmy.
In all the forms in which he worked, Brahms composed music of the finest quality. He
was, indeed, the greatest composer of “pure music” of his time.

Brahms was a fine pianist who started his musical career playing concerts with the
violinist Eduard Reményi. However, the career of a traveling virtuoso never really
appealed to him and gradually he gave up public performance, only occasionally
playing his own piano concertos and chamber works.

Brahms’s output of piano works is significant and includes a variety of musical forms.
By the age of 20 (a period of “Sturm und Drang”), he had composed his very first
compositions for piano: the Scherzo in E flat minor Op. 4, and three sonatas.  He never
composed piano sonatas again and moved to different, more private venues. Among
his finest accomplishments are the 34 piano works of medium and small scale (none
more than eight minutes), composed between 1854 and 1893 that are included in this
recording.

The 4 Ballades Op. 10 were written in 1854 by the 21-year-old Brahms and dedicated
to his friend Julius Otto Grimm. Chopin’s Ballades were inspired by romantic poetry,
but did not follow the storylines literally. Brahms’ Ballades are narrative works in the
oral tradition of the Bards of the past (verse narration in stanzas with a refrain), and
are more tightly organized and conservative in form than Chopin’s Ballades. The first
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what is going to happen. The key of E flat is hinted at, but there is a sense of uncertainty
about where the real tonic is. The middle part takes off twice as fast – 32nds versus 16ths,
while retaining the original tempo and 3/8 meter. The theme of the middle part very
rapidly achieves a dramatic momentum and reaches a truly tragic intensity. The
hushed main theme comes back Fortissimo in a real “Dies Irae” mode, creating one of
the most intense and condensed climaxes that Brahms ever achieved. Immediately
after this heart-wrenching climax, the main theme returns in its initial shape, but with
the earlier intrusions (warnings) of the abbreviated arpeggios in the bass. The last
episode is shortened and reaches its inevitable conclusion. Before the end there is a last
emotional upsurge on the dominant to E flat – this is the first time that the end of the
theme is actually resolved in the dominant. All tonal ambiguity is over and we are
going home to E flat minor through a very slow farewell arpeggio for a final rest.

The four Klavierstücke Op. 119 are the last installation of piano works by Brahms.
There are three Intermezzos and a Rhapsody that closes the set. The three Intermezzos
progress from slow to more agile and brisk in tempo and the Rhapsody is Allegro
resoluto, “resoluto” (assertively, with resolution) is the key word here.

The first Intermezzo in B minor (“a gray pearl” in the words of Clara Schumann) opens
with a single note on top from which a descending flow of arpeggios emanate, in one
of the most auspicious and magical beginnings in Brahms. These flowing arpeggios
end by freezing, making up a gradually emerging chord – all the notes of the arpeggios
are retained. The middle part in D major evokes nostalgic memories of Brahms’
waltzes from his earlier days. There are very expressive and wide melodic gestures
that bring an unexpected degree of emotional intensity to this very private and mostly
hushed Intermezzo. After a sequence of ascending strettos, the main theme returns
with speeded up arpeggios and sharpened harmonies that enhance its expressive
impact and significance. After several harmonically tense (excruciating) transitions
and a series of sobs, this Intermezzo resolves itself in B minor for the first and only time.
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with a Schubertian modulation to B major. The three parts of the A-B-A form are
practically identical in size – 40, 36 and 42 bars. This Ballade is one of the few

“extroverted” works among Brahms’ last three opuses for piano, along with the
Rhapsody in E flat major that closes Op. 119.

The Intermezzo in F minor uses imitative counterpoint throughout and is written as a
canon. And what a canon it is! This Intermezzo shows the knowledge, skill and ease
with which Brahms handled the challenges and subtleties of imitative counterpoint.
There is just one theme, strictly speaking, that is elaborated – a canon in octave of upper
and lower notes. The A-B-A form is present again, with a middle episode in a
continuous canonic pattern that was established from the beginning. The only
difference is in time values: the A episode is in triplets and the middle is in quarter
notes. There is a sudden emotional upsurge out of nowhere that introduces a new
motive (imitated in canon, of course) before the main theme returns in a highly
charged and passionate manner, ranging through four octaves while maintaining its
canonic pattern. Before the end there is another highly charged dramatic gesture that
goes down from a dissonant E natural on top in a canonic sequence and finally resolves
in the tonic key of F major, extended for five bars as if calming down everything that
went before.

The Romance in F major emerges naturally from the last chord of the previous
Intermezzo, establishing a peaceful, chorale-like atmosphere from its very beginning.
The theme is invertible – two thematic lines are exchanging positions, from on top to
in the middle. The key of D major of the middle part is firmly established and serves
as an organ point all through until a return of the main theme, which is presented in
abbreviated form. It is quite unusual for Brahms to dwell so long (31 bars) in one key.
This whole Romance is written as a variation and is a telling example of Brahms’
mastery of development using variations.

The Intermezzo in E flat minor opens with a single line confined to three notes that
echo the “Dies Irae” motive, followed by arpeggios in the bass going up and down, like
a wave. It is an auspicious and haunting beginning – we do not know where we are or
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and second Ballades are in the parallel keys of D major and D minor. The third and
fourth are in the parallel keys of B major and B minor.

The early piano works of Brahms – his three sonatas, written in the “Sturm und Drang”
style – are clearly unified by their large scale, their explicit virtuosity, and romantic
expressiveness. The four Ballades are private, meditative works stylistically set apart
from his early works, giving us a preview of things yet to come. It is hard to imagine
that these introverted and amazingly mature works were written by the ambitious and
outgoing young Brahms.

The first Ballade in D minor was inspired by the Scottish poem “Edward” (King
Edward) published in 1807 by Johann Gottfried Herder in a collection of folk poetry,

“Stimmen der Völker in Liedern”. This Ballade is a narrative reminiscent of the Ossianic,
neo-Gothic style. Just one tune and its modifications, and one rhythmic formula, are
explored in this Ballade, which is written in one poetic meter, following a strict
sequence of rhymes. The somber, subdued and archaic atmosphere is strengthened by
the empty parallel fifth. (This parallel fifth reappears in the second and third Ballades,
binding them together.) In the middle part, in D major, a sudden upsurge of energy
presents the theme in full force. Most of the small and medium range piano works of
Brahms are written in the A-B-A form (with a few extensions of the middle and last
episodes). This ternary A-B-A form, the oldest in music along with the binary form,
provided Brahms with everything he needed.

The second Ballade in D major makes a perfect pair with the first Ballade. All is well
here – the bass repeats the ostinato figure for nine bars and we are firmly established
in (lulled into) D major. The middle episode starts in B minor, building up and
attaining a dramatic pitch that is subdued after an exclamatory outburst of broken
triplets. A B major section follows, written in quarter-note triplets that now peacefully
carry a tune originating from the main theme. The middle episode is written in A-B-A
form and we have two identical formal structures one within the other.

The third Ballade in B minor is an Intermezzo (suggestive of a Capriccio) that starts
with syncopated repetitions of an empty fifth off the beat – a witty and bold beginning.
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This Intermezzo is technically the most challenging of the set. The middle episode
fluctuates between F sharp major and D sharp minor. In between repetitions of the
theme there are calls from afar of inverted fifths and empty octaves that originated
from the first Ballade.

The fourth Ballade in B minor is an Homage to Schumann (a thank you note). The
artistic and personal influence of Robert and Clara Schumann in the life of young
Brahms is hard to overestimate. Brahms was well aware of the importance of his
connection with both Schumanns and grateful for their support and friendship. The
fourth Ballade is the longest of the set, the most moving and personal. The pianistic
texture and harmonic progressions are unmistakably inspired by Schumann. There is
one simple rhythmic formula all through – a half note followed by a quarter note or its
inversion when a half note follows a quarter note. This Ballade leaves a glimmering
trace of light after itself, as all great works of art do.

The Eight Klavierstücke Op. 76 were written during the summer of 1878, ending a 15
years’ drought of works for piano after the “Paganini Variations” Op. 35 which were
composed in 1863. All works written for piano by Brahms after 1878 would be small or
medium range, none more than 10 minutes in length. There are four Capriccios and
four Intermezzos: Capriccios being faster and more energetic and Intermezzos more
meditative and introverted.

The Capriccio in F sharp minor opens Op. 76 in an improvisatory manner with a series
of ascending passages (winding arpeggios) that covers more than six octaves of the
keyboard. The main and only theme starts with one of the “universal” musical
gestures, a four-note sequence from the main theme of the finale of Mozart’s “Jupiter”
symphony presented in F sharp minor (the key signatures of Brahms’ four symphonies
follow these four notes of the “Jupiter” theme literally C-D-F-E).  This Capriccio is very
tightly and strictly organized – three descending notes that appear at the very
beginning in the left hand are present everywhere in straight or reversed motion and
glue the whole piece together. Brahms’ craft is precise and flawless – there are such
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minor is an introverted and solitary work that rises to a truly tragic pitch at the middle
before returning to its solitary beginning.

The first Intermezzo in A minor opens with a passionate gesture of three descending
octaves in full force that is repeated three times going down three steps each time. This
powerful initial call is surrounded with wide-ranging arpeggios that roll up from the
bass to the theme overhead. There are two parts that are repeated: this Intermezzo is
in binary form, which Brahms rarely used. In the second part the melody is above and
the arpeggios stay below without crossing over. The tonic key of A minor is reached
only at the end of the second part, which brings us to a cadenza-like conclusion with
the dominant E in the bass extended for three bars, supporting ascending and
descending arpeggios. The opening tune comes in for the last time and resolves into
the tonic major with an arpeggiated chord extended five octaves up, setting the stage
for the second Intermezzo.

The second Intermezzo in A major comes naturally out of the first, as if the first
Intermezzo was an introduction to the second. The heartwarming main tune is
repeated twice. There are a wealth of themes in this Intermezzo that come in one after
another, creating one melodic line that goes through to the end of the first episode. The
middle episode in F sharp minor brings in yet another new tune on top, supported by
the arpeggiated triplets and quarter-note motive in the left hand. A mesmerizing
stretto sequence of chords in F sharp major follows, gradually slowing down more and
more until settling on the dominant chord of F sharp. The extended tune of the middle
episode returns in enriched texture and heightened emotional state. The main theme
comes back after a delay (a fermata sign) on the dominant. This time it is not repeated
as at the beginning, but moves ahead and proceeds towards the end without any
deviation from its original course.

The Ballade in G minor is a highly dramatic work with heroic overtones. The main
theme, five bars long, is presented in chords on top and octaves in the bass that support
the whole rather heavy construction. The form is ternary and the first episode is
ternary within itself. There is a crafty transition to a contrasting lyrical middle episode
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that brings us back to the main theme, which appears in a new harmonic garb, subtly
leaning towards E flat minor instead of the tonic of B flat. After four bars of harmonic
uncertainty, we return to the known territory. The indication “Piú Adagio” marks the
beginning of the last chapter of the Intermezzo; we are at the door to B flat with the
dominant F in the bass that shifts down and up half a tone seven times before finally
settling into B flat in the bass. The final resolution into B flat minor is delayed by a slow
ascending arpeggio, a farewell gesture that reaches the high B flat only at the very end.

The third Intermezzo in C sharp minor closes Op. 117 in an unpretentious and
understated manner. The naturalness and sincerity of expression is incredible. It is one
of the “simple” Intermezzos that tells its story without any embellishment. Brahms has
nothing to hide – his heart is open and he gives freely of himself. The third Intermezzo
starts with an upbeat, like the first and second Intermezzos. The five-bar theme (most
of the periods are five bars long here) is given in parallel octaves tightly knitted
together. At the end of the exposition and at the end of this Intermezzo the main theme
is extended in time in slower motion. The middle part in A major brings back the
familiar texture of arching arpeggios from the second Intermezzo with the off-beat
leading upper voice. A leading voice in transition to the main theme follows the
descending sequences from the third and seventh Capriccios of Op. 116. The main
theme returns in new harmonics and richer texture. The last episode is abbreviated.
Skipping its middle part, it comes to a close through skillfully manipulated harmonics
and another added extension in time settling in the tonic C sharp minor. There are only
two dynamic markings – P and PP.

The six Klavierstücke Op. 118 are tightly organized within themselves and follow a
descending key sequence: A-G-F-E flat. There are two groups of three works each. The
first and fourth Intermezzos are short and written in major keys, followed by two more
substantial works in major and minor keys. There are two pivotal points – the Ballade
in G minor, the third work in Op. 118, and the Intermezzo in E flat minor, which closes
the set. The Ballade is a highly charged dramatic work and the last intermezzo in E flat
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“learned fugal devices” as augmentation and diminution of the musical material,
inversions and interchanges of the voices, while the general feeling of improvisation is
retained throughout the whole piece. This Capriccio is yet another confirmation that
freedom is an expression of discipline (and the other way around). The form is ternary
with an extended middle section.

The second Capriccio in B minor is the most popular work of the set. It has a
Hungarian/Gypsy flavor – the left hand hops up and down, initiating an irresistible
dancing rhythm with accents and syncopations. Brahms had a special affection for
Hungarian folk music, especially dance music and was not shy about showing it. The
form is a rondo.

The two Intermezzos in A flat and B flat major are the shortest works in the set. These
two pair well with each other and provide a break, an easement, between the two
preceding Capriccios and the Capriccio in C sharp minor that follows and is the
dramatic pinnacle of the set. Both Intermezzos are transparent, elegant and charming.
The B flat major Intermezzo is written in a texture often used by Schumann, where the
melody on top is followed by descending arpeggios.

The Capriccio in C sharp minor brings back the passionate intensity of the “Sturm und
Drang” period. The melody moves up in quarter notes accompanied (surrounded) by
an undercurrent stream of eighth notes while the octaves in the bass follow a two-
beats-to-one-bar pattern. Chromatic tension is present from the outset of this
incredibly expressive work. It is one of the rare examples of unconstrained passion and
emotion that Brahms ever allowed himself to express. The pianistic texture is dense
and the rhythmic complexity is apparent. The Capriccio is written in 6/8 time and shifts
between three groups of two (hemiolas in 3/4 time) and two groups of three in 6/8 time.
In the middle section the time changes to 2/4, bringing an additional ambiguity to an
already complex rhythmic pattern. These rhythmic alterations between 6/8 and 2/4
time continue to the end. After building up a tremendous emotional dramatic energy,
the Capriccio uncoils up in the Coda, like a spring that can’t hold the pressure any
more, releasing all the accumulated energy in a final passionate gesture.
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The Intermezzo in A major provides much needed relief after the C sharp minor
Capriccio. The atmosphere is benign and peaceful. The melody alternates between
inside and out – a manner of presentation that was used often by Schumann and
Chopin. There are two rhythmic patterns, similar to the Capriccio in C sharp minor,
but there is no tension between the groups of threes and twos. There is a middle
episode in F sharp minor that could be seen as a preview of the later Intermezzo in A
major of Op. 118. This Intermezzo closes with the opening sequence given in reverse
with delayed resolution – a subtle and understated ending.

The beginning of the Intermezzo in A minor is quite similar to the beginning of the first
Ballade Op. 10 in its texture and atmosphere – a story of times past is being
remembered here. But contrary to the Ballade, there is no turbulent middle episode
and no Forte indication. The whole piece is intimate, understated and hushed. Brahms’
indication “Moderato semplice” is very telling, especially the “semplice” part. This
simple and unpretentious Intermezzo can turn out to be quite challenging to play if the
intimacy and understated expressiveness that is so important in Brahms is not clearly
understood and experienced directly.

The Capriccio in C major closes the set with a flourish. It is a brilliant and worthy
ending that incorporates some of the ideas that were explored in Op. 76. The time
signature is 6/4. This Capriccio starts with an upbeat, and the strong beats are shifted
to the second, fourth and sixth beats. Such shifting of the strong beats to the weak ones
(not indicated in the score but obvious because of the way it is written) was one of the
signatures of the works of Schumann. The leading upper notes tend to make three
groups of two rather than two groups of three, continuing the ambiguity of rhythmic
patterns that were explored in Op. 76. There is a harmonic ambiguity as well and the
tonic key of C major is firmly established only in the last five bars.

The two Rhapsodies Op. 79 were written soon after the Klavierstücke Op. 76. Initially
Brahms wanted to name these works Klavierstücke as well, but changed his mind after
discussing the matter with Elizabeth von Herzogenberg to whom these two works
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The three Intermezzos Op. 117 are the smallest of the four groups of late piano works
of Brahms. All three Intermezzos are mesmerizing works, with a lullaby-like effect
induced by the recurring rhythm and whispering melodic lines. These are private and
hushed works – there are just two Forte indications in the middle of the second
Intermezzo, which emphasize the degree of expressiveness rather than the sheer
volume of sound.

The first Intermezzo in E flat major is the most popular. The quotation is from the
Scottish poem “Lady Bothwell’s Lament” translated by Herder – “Sleep softly, my
child, sleep softly and well! It breaks my heart to see you weep”. There is a very
poignant and telling utterance of Brahms about “cradle songs of my sorrows” that
could apply to Op. 117 and to several of his late works.

The melody (a descending E flat major scale with an upbeat) is given inside
surrounded by the repeated parallel E flats that follow the rhyme of one long and one
short syllable. The middle episode is in the tonic minor and slower than the outer
episodes. The dynamic marking is PP (pianissimo) followed by “sempre ma molto
espressivo” (always very expressive) – the ability to play softly with great
expressiveness is a must for everyone trying to get to the true spirit of the works of
Brahms. The main theme returns in octaves with added repeated tonic chords on top
and embellished by running 16th notes. Brahms’ craft of variation in presenting the
same material is a thing of beauty and a marvel. The final cadenza is extended four
times over and becomes a real coda.

The second Intermezzo in B flat minor brings a somber and darker atmosphere after
the sunny first Intermezzo – there is glowing moonlight, not bright sunlight. A
sequence of arching arpeggios given in 32nd notes moves up and down in symmetrical
patterns as if mesmerized with itself. The melody is not written down as a melody, but
is clearly heard nevertheless, because of the upper connective notes – this “trick” was
used by Schumann and Chopin time and again. The second theme follows the melodic
pattern of the main theme, but in a slower tempo, appearing in D flat major in block
chords. Towards the end of the extended middle episode there is a magical transition
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The Intermezzo in E minor starts with an upbeat similar to the previous and following
Intermezzos. There is a sequence of hemiolas that follow each other, as if exhaling and
inhaling, creating a fragile and elusive atmosphere.  There is a sense of tonal ambiguity
with constantly shifting modulations and the tonic key is found only at the very end.
Brahms’ instruction “Andante con grazia, ed intimissimo sentimento” is the key to this
Intermezzo and should be taken literally; Brahms used the indication “intimissimo
sentimento” sparingly and reserved it for special occasions. A middle part in B major
fills the gaps between two hemiolas and proceeds in even triplets. There is a magical
transition to the main theme, which reappears in A minor and gradually slides down
instead of moving up as in the beginning. This Intermezzo is 39 bars long, but there are
two repeat signs (two voltas) that makes 78 bars total.

The Intermezzo in E major closes the group of three intermezzos. The theme is given
inside (a favorite device of Schumann and Chopin, which Brahms used often and
skillfully). The time of three and the initial rhythmic sequence of the theme that is
being followed, vaguely evokes (echoing) a slow waltz. The beginning of the theme is
identical with the beginning of the first intermezzo in E major – yet another reminder
that all the works within this cycle are interconnected and interrelated.

The Capriccio in D minor closes Op. 116 in a dramatic, almost theatrical, manner, with
passionate urgency and conviction. It is a real finale that incorporates several ideas –
melodic, harmonic and rhythmic – that have been explored in Op. 116. The main theme
resembles the theme of the Capriccio in G minor, with its descending and ascending
arpeggiated chords. The middle episode in A minor maintains the sequence of broken
chords (that appears in triplets in 6/8 time) with the melody inside. There is a cadenza-
like transition to the main theme, which returns in full power and pushes towards a
dramatic coda in 3/8 time that rapidly gains tremendous momentum. All the
accumulated energy is released in the last three D major chords, with D on top
mirroring the opening of the first Capriccio in D minor, which starts with three
repeated D’s on top.
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were dedicated. His close friendship with Heinrich (a respectable composer in his own
right) and Elizabeth Herzogenberg was important to Brahms and there is a trove of
letters between Brahms and both of the Herzogenbergs that is very precious.

The two Rhapsodies are amongst the most frequently played piano works of Brahms
and for good reason – both are passionate, immediately gripping and effective (if this
adjective can be used with regard to Brahms) works that have a tangible impact on
listeners when played well.

The ternary form of the first Rhapsody in B minor is quite sophisticated and comes
close to sonata form. The outer episodes are ternary in themselves. The texture is rich
and contains a contrapuntal imitation of the main theme. Further down the road, these
imitations explode in a sequence of strettos and ascending scale passages. The lullaby-
like theme of the middle episode in B major originates from the second theme of the
exposition.

The second Rhapsody in G minor is written in Sonata Allegro form. It starts with an
upbeat establishing the rhythmic pattern that will dominate this piece. The emotional
intensity is high (hot) from the outset. All the thematic material is given on the first
page right away, one after the other. The extended middle episode (a development)
continues to follow the pattern of triplets and crossing (overlapping) the left hand over
the right that was established at the beginning. The tonic key of G minor is avoided
until the end of the middle episode and even then there is a sense that G minor could
lead us away to different destinations. This constantly shifting tonic is characteristic of
this Rhapsody. There is an auspicious ending that subtly slows down the motion of
triplets (quasi ritardando) by gradually increasing the time value of two notes: D and
E flat. The Rhapsody ends with two chords that bring back the opening rhythmic
gesture.
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In the early 1890s Brahms composed 20 piano works, which he published under Op.
116 – 119 in 1892-3. These four collections are the most telling expression and
summation of Brahms’ life-long preoccupation with the piano, which started in his late
teens and continued (with two long interruptions) until the final period of his life.

The seven Fantasien Op. 116 stand apart from Op. 117-19 and bring back the turbulent
passions and emotional urgency of his earlier piano works of the “Sturm und Drang”
period. After Op. 116, Brahms’ music became more and more introverted. Most of the
works in Op. 117-119 are meditative and private, seemingly unconcerned with the
outer world. The formal and tonal design of Op. 116 could be seen as a relaxed sonata
form.  The energetic outer movements frame the whole, like a first movement and a
finale. The G minor Capriccio holds the position of a Scherzo, while three meditative
Intermezzos (all in the key of E) in the middle are the slow movement.

All of Brahms’ collections (like the sonatas that Beethoven grouped under one Opus
number) were very thoughtfully assembled. The order of progression and harmonic
patterns of these groups of works are not incidental. Each collection that Brahms
dignified with an Opus number is one homogeneous whole, a cycle.

The seven works of Op. 116 comprise three Capriccios that are vigorous and virtuosic
– the first, third and seventh – and four Intermezzos that are more introverted and
private – the second, fourth, fifth and sixth.

The first Capriccio in D minor opens assertively with a broken tonic chord in both
hands followed by a sequence of descending repeated triplets. This descending
melodic line reappears in the second Capriccio in G minor at the very beginning in
compressed form given in eighth notes. (There are obvious and subtle thematic
connections within op. 116 that link these seven works together). The tonic key of D
minor goes away quickly and we start wandering through different keys looking for
steady ground, going through harmonic sequences that are constantly shifting. D
minor returns with the reinstated main theme in a condensed form and after two
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upsurging passages this Capriccio close abruptly with two chords.

The Intermezzo in A minor begins with a simple, almost folkish, tune. However,
instead of the expected eight bars (four plus four), one “extra” bar is added before the
theme returns, making it nine bars long. (Such irregular themes are abundant in
Schubert, whose works Brahms studied and admired greatly.) The theme of the middle
episode contains repeated ascending intervals that come from the main theme. This
sigh motive is accompanied by a pattern of broken octaves on top that goes up and
down. A new tune appears in A major that is varied when given a second time, similar
to the main theme which was varied when presented a second time.  The main theme
returns, but changes its course in the last eight bars. This Intermezzo closes with the
same farewell descending passage taken from the exposition extended for yet another
bar – a skillful slowing down by augmentation of time.

The Capriccio in G minor is one of the most passionate and urgent works of Brahms.
Contrapuntal imitations mirror each other in both hands. Before the end of the first
episode (A) the main theme is augmented and given four times, slower. The middle
episode (B) in E flat major starts with a tune that contains two repeated half notes
similar to the beginning. The main theme returns and follows its initial course, but in
a richer pianistic texture.

The Intermezzo in E major is the longest work in Op. 116. The tempo is slow, a real
Adagio that reveals itself gradually and unhurriedly. It starts with an upbeat,
establishing the rhythmic patterns (a rhyme) that will be followed through the whole
work. The melodic line comes from the previous Capriccio in G minor in a hidden form
at the beginning and explicitly when repeated. The interaction of patterns of twos and
threes that was explored in first three pieces of this set continues peacefully, devoid of
dramatic tension. There is an amazing mixture of sincerity and reserve, warmth and
understated expressiveness in this Intermezzo, as if Brahms is telling us that
everything we ever wanted or needed is already there within your reach, within
ourselves.
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DISC ONE
1-4 Balladen Op. 10 (1856) 26.47
5-11 Fantasien Op. 116 (1892) 25.32
12-17 Sechs Klavierstücke Op. 118 (1893) 25.32

Total playing time 77.51

DISC TWO
1-8 Acht Klavierstücke Op. 76 (1879) 28.35
9-10 Zwei Rhapsodien Op. 79 (1880) 15.12
11-13 Drei Intermezzi Op. 117 (1892)  17.32
14-17 Vier Klavierstücke Op. 119 (1893) 15.59
    Total playing time 77.18
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